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Preface 
 
  
 The Ocean Productivity Perturbation EXperiment (OPPEX-I) was a 
field experiment designed to test the Karl and Letelier (2008; see Appendix 
E) hypothesis, namely that deep nutrient rich water with excess phosphorus 
relative to nitrogen compared to the Redfield ratio of 16N:1P, upwelled into 
the photic zone would stimulate a two stage phytoplankton bloom.  This 
hypothesis may be a more general mechanism to explain the observed 
enigmatic summertime blooms that develop near Station ALOHA, 22o 45'N, 
158o 00'W.    
 
 
 This experiment utilized commercially available Atmocean Wave 
Driven Ocean Upwelling Pumps.  This commercial technology has not been 
extensively field tested so this was a true test of the technology.  We 
conducted two research cruises aboard the R/V Kilo Moana spaced eleven 
days apart to test this hypothesis.   
 
  
 This report provides a detailed discussion of the operations, results 
including science and engineering, the future, cruise reports, and the abstract 
to a manuscript currently being prepared. 
 
  
 
 
  
A more complete data set can be found by accessing these websites: 
 
University of Hawaii Manoa 
http://hahana.soest.hawaii.edu/oppex/index.html 
 
Oregon State University 
http://picasso.oce.orst.edu/ORSOO/hawaii/pumps/ 
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I. Introduction 
 

 For the past twenty years researchers have been collecting samples and data on a 
near monthly basis at an open ocean study site 100 km north of the island of Oahu.  This 
location is known as Station ALOHA (A Long-term Oligotrophic Habitat Assessment) 
and is the study site of the Hawaii Ocean Time-series (HOT) program.  Over the years it 
has been observed that nitrogen fixation driven blooms occur in the surface ocean 
without the presence of a large pool of nutrients.  We have hypothesized that deep 
nutrient rich water with excess phosphorus relative to nitrogen compared to the Redfield 
ratio of 16N:1P, upwelled into the photic zone would stimulate a two stage phytoplankton 
bloom (Karl and Letelier, 2008).  The initial biological response would be a traditional 
nitrate driven bloom.  Following the uptake of all of the available nitrate a bloom of 
nitrogen fixers would take over and grow until all of the remaining phosphorus was 
consumed.  The end result of a bloom of nitrogen fixers could possibly result in net 
carbon sequestration by removing CO2 to the deep ocean.  During the past few years, 
shipboard experiments have been conducted in which deep nutrient rich water is mixed 
with surface water to test that a phytoplankton bloom would develop.  These experiments 
confirm that primary productivity and phytoplankton biomass is reliably enhanced by 
nutrient additions.  Because of the promising results from these experiments coupled with 
our understanding of the open ocean ecosystem at Station ALOHA it has been suggested 
that this experiment be scaled up to the ecosystem level.  Subsequently, the following 
experiment was designed.  

 This experiment utilized the commercially available free drifting wave driven 
ocean upwelling pumps (Fig.1).  These pumps consist of a one-way valve at the bottom 
and a long open tube that extends just below the surface ocean.  Inside of the tube is a 
cable that attaches to the bottom valve up to a buoy on the surface ocean.  As the surface 
buoy moves down a wave slope the valve at the bottom opens and cold nutrient rich 
water is pushed into the tube.  As the next wave approaches and the buoy rides up the 
wave slope, the valve closes thus generating the needed movement upward.  The pumps 
used in this experiment were constructed to a depth of 300 m.  This depth was not 
arbitrarily picked but was chosen based on the nutrients and DIC concentrations at 
Station ALOHA to minimize DIC and maximize the nutrients brought to the surface 
(Karl and Letelier, 2008).       

 To test this hypothesis we conducted two separate research cruises aboard the R/V 
Kilo Moana.  The objective of the first cruise, May 30 - June 1, was to deploy three free 
drifting wave driven ocean pumps.  One single pump and two pumps tethered together 
were to be deployed.  Hydrographic and biogeochemical data were to be collected to 
characterize the upper water column.  Three autonomous underwater vehicles, Seagliders, 
(Pic.1) were also to be deployed during this cruise.  In-between the two cruises, the 
Seagliders were to be used to track the potential biological response of 300 m water 
brought to the surface by the ocean pumps.  Because all three pumps were equipped with 
Argos units we would be able to track the drift of the pumps and direct the gliders to the 
vicinity of the pumps.  Satellite imagery would also be used to track any response visible 
at the surface.   
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 The objective of the second cruise, June 12 - 15 was to verify that the wave driven 
ocean pumps were operating and to locate, map and sample the biological response to 
300 m seawater brought to the surface by the pumps.  A Video Plankton Recorder, VPR, 
(Pic.2) was to be used to map the region around and downstream of the pumps.  When a 
feature was located, time permitting, a sediment trap array was to be deployed.  
Hydrographic and biogeochemical data was to be collected to characterize the upper 
water column in and out of the feature.  A series of optics casts and net tows were also to 
be completed during this cruise.   
  
 The exact location used for this project was to be picked around the date of 
departure based on the ocean altimetry data, the known hydrographic features of the 
region and the transit time (distance) from the port of Honolulu.  If at all possible, the 
pumps were to be deployed outside of any mesoscale eddy in the area.  It was decided 
that the general region used for this experiment would be 50 km NE of the island of Oahu 
(Fig.2).  This region was chosen based on several factors including ocean climatology, 
wave energy, currents and ocean altimetry data.  The ocean climatology north of Oahu is 
well characterized because of the twenty year HOT data record.  The predominant trade-
winds, which blow from the NE-ENE direction generate swell which is greater north of 
the islands than south.  The North Hawaiian Ridge current, NHRC, north of the island of 
Oahu, has a mean velocity of ~12cm/sec or 0.23 knot and travels in the WNW direction 
(Fig. 3).  Placing the pumps in this feature to the NE of Oahu could result in the pumps 
ending to the NW of Oahu thus limiting our ship transiting time.   
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Figure 1.  Schematic Diagram of the components and configuration of the wave 
pump deployed north of Oahu, Hawaii in June 2008. 
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Figure 2. Map of the deployment location of the pumps.  The pumps were deployed 

at 22o 13.4'N 157o 22.5'W, 50 km NE of Oahu.  Each circle represents 10nm. 
 
 

 
Figure 3. This schematic shows the currents around the Hawaiian Islands.  The 

current of interest for this experiment is the North Hawaiian Ridge Current, 
NHRC.  (Lumpkin, 1998)  
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Picture 1. Autonomous underwater vehicle, Seaglider.  Three Seagliders were 

deployed during this experiment. 
 
 

 
Picture 2. Video Plankton Recorder, VPR.  The VPR was used on the second cruise 

to map the area near the pumps. 
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II. Summary of Operations 
 
A. Pump Modifications 
 
 A 40’ container was delivered to Snug Harbor, HI, from Atmocean, Albuquerque, 
NM, the contents were unpacked on arrival and assessed for assembling instructions as 
designed by the manufacturer.  Several of the components and assembly procedures were 
missing, and needed to be figured out before assembly could start.  There were 5 sets of 
components including; buoys, straps for connecting tarps and tarp system to buoy.  Each 
150 m section of tarp “tube” had a similar length of 3/8” vinyl coated cable inserted 
inside the length of tarp which had then been rolled up and wrapped for shipment.   
 
 The first part of the assembly was to terminate each end of the cable.  This 
required unrolling each tube so the inner end of the cable that was buried inside of the 
tube could be accessed.  This was done on a grass field to protect the tarp material from 
chafing.  Once both ends of the cable were exposed, the tube was rolled up again and 
terminations could be made.  These were done using a fixture that squeezed a bend in the 
cable around a stainless steel thimble while 3 cable clips were tightened on sections of 
cable that were stripped of vinyl jacket, and after tightening coated with urethane.  This 
procedure took place for each of the 8 sections of tube/cable assemblies and the three 15 
m sections of cable that were used at the top of each pump to have the top of the pump 
assembly positioned at this depth.   
 
 The other parts to the pump system included a valve, couplers, “keel”, and surface 
float.  The surface float (buoy) made of Syrln foam is a 6’ long, 40” diameter cylinder 
with an eye protruding from each end.  The Atmocean method of attaching the “keel” to 
the buoy was with 5x 1” nylon ratchet straps which are fed through swivel shackles.  
These 5 shackles are fastened to the “keel” where pre-punched holes were placed.  The 
trouble with this method was that the “keel” was then free to swing around the buoy, 
because the force of the pull on these straps will stretch them and create space for 
movement.  This would create a problem if you wanted to keep the buoy “upright” or in 
one position relative to the surface of the water.  This upright position was desirable in 
our case because these pumps were to be left in the water for several weeks.  Therefore 
there was a need for locating beacons which need to be pointing up at all times for 
visibility and transmission purposes. 
 
 The modifications described below were for two reasons: buoy stability and 
insufficient strap strength.  For the beacons, 3 types were installed to each system; light, 
radio, and satellite transmission for position fixes.  Custom capsules were fabricated to 
house the satellite transmitter and also hold the light beacon.  Commercially available 
radio beacons were used and independent of this capsule.  Holes were bored into the 
foam and the beacon packages were then pressed into these holes, securing them very 
tightly.  To keep the buoy in the upright position, a real keel was fabricated using ½” 
chain that was strung from one eye of the buoy to the other, directly underneath the line 
of beacons on top of the buoy.  The chain was fastened to these eyes using shackles and 
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turnbuckles, so they could be tightened hard against the buoy, indenting it on the corners 
and preventing it from rotating around the buoy.  The chain would run next to the swivel 
shackles connecting the “keel” and buoy straps, so 3 additional shackles were run through 
the chain and into the swivel shackles, to insure connectivity if the straps were to chafe 
and part. 
 
 The dual pump array, which was essentially two single pumps held together by a 
tether line that was attached to one end of each of the buoys.  This tether was fabricated 
by Mooring Systems Inc. and consisted of 100 m of 1.5” diameter 12-strand ultra blue 
polypropylene line, eye spliced on each end with a Samson heavy duty thimble and 
shackle used to connect each end to the buoy eye.  Several layers of thick heat shrink 
tubing were fused at each end of the tether which extended about 5 m in length.  This 
stiffened each end to prevent fouling and keep separation if the buoys tended towards one 
another while they were adrift during deployment. 
 
 The last modification was to install swivel shackles at each of the connection 
points along the length of the cable.  This was to insure any twisting tendencies created 
by currents, recovery lines, or even the operation of the pump itself, could be controlled 
by being able to rotate around the vertical axis, which is the cable. 
 
 
B. Deployment Method 
 
 The challenge of putting a 300 m long tarpaulin tube bag into the ocean without 
ripping it is one that has probably never been attempted before.  This would require some 
serious planning to execute without damaging any of the components used in the pump 
system.  After several deployment methods were thought up and shot down because of 
risks that would damage the tarps, one finally emerged that proved to be successful, albeit 
tedious in preparation.   
 
 The pump system is fitted with 2 couplers that serve as a connection point 
between a break in the tarp tube and at the top of the tube.  There is one break at the 
midpoint of the tube, and this is where the center, or midpoint coupler, joins the two 150 
m lengths of tube.  It is around this point that it was decided the whole tarp system would 
be wrapped around, and deployed as such in a manner that would let the tube unwind as it 
was pulled apart by the forward motion of the ship and the friction of the water acting on 
it after it was rolled off the deck. 
 
 To get the entire pump tube rolled into one package that would unroll easily after 
being dropped into the water, there had to be a custom made “winder” built.  This was 
accomplished by making a skewer of 1” rod stock that would go through the center of the 
midpoint coupler, for which 3 holes were drilled; both sides and the center flat bar that 
connected the cable ends from both sides.  The coupler was then fitted with sensors and 
cable connections on one end, before attaching a wooden frame that would give the tube 
a symmetric shape around the coupler as it was wound on.  After half of the coupler was 
fastened together with the cable and tarp from one end, the entire assembly was inverted 
and the other side was connected, including the other side of the wooden frame, which 
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clamped everything together, skewer included, and made ready for the winder (Pic.3).  
Once this whole assembly was loaded onto the winder, the two ‘feeder’ 150 m pre-rolled 
lengths of tube and cable were set up in line on either sides of the winder, so they could 
unroll easily, and the eventual 300 m mass could be formed into one unit (Pic.4 and 5).  
Once this was accomplished, the mass was strapped tight using ratchet straps and was 
lifted from the winder by the ends of the skewer with a forklift and straps.  The 300kg 
mass was placed onto a pallet, and the wooden frame and skewer were removed.  It was 
then decided the mass would be called a ‘patty’, and it was ready to be loaded onto the 
ship.  
 
Single Pump deployment: 
 
 There were four main components to the pump system; the surface float (buoy), 
the tarp tube system (with cable inside and couplers attached at midpoint and top), the 
valve at the bottom, and the recovery line (with floats). All components were to be loaded 
onto the ship separately, and before deployment, will all have been connected on deck.  
The buoy was rigged with tie points and release links on both ends, and the 15 m 
extension cable which connects to the top coupler of the main pump system.  The patty 
was placed on the center of the deck with enough slack tube on both ends to attach the 
top coupler and the bottom valve.  The recovery line was wound onto the winch top first 
and attached to the bottom valve at the free end of the 366 m line packed onto the winch.  
With the system connected and all sensors in place, deployment of the single pump was 
started with 2 knots of forward ship speed.  The buoy was lifted into the air from a 
release link attached to a line rigged through the flag block and around a capstan, by way 
of the A-frame.  The buoy was controlled by tag lines and the 15 m length of extension 
cable that attached the buoy and the pump system together.  After buoy was released into 
the water, the top end of the tube (coupler) was carefully lowered over the stern by hand 
so as not to damage the current meter sensor placed inside the tube just below the 
coupler.  Once this top part of the tube and buoy were streaming behind the ship, the 
patty was ready to jettison from the deck and unrolling as planned, which occurred while 
the valve end of tube system was held at the edge of the deck with the recovery line 
coming off the winch.  Once unrolling was complete, the valve was lowered into the 
water and payout of recovery line ensued.  Once the end of the recovery line was reached, 
it was secured to a deck cleat using a slip line.  A small string of floats were attached to 
the end and release of the entire system occurred when the slip line was let go. 
 
Dual pump deployment: 
 
 The dual pump deployment was similar to the single pump in that both have the 
four main components; the dual just has two sets of them, and the additional length of 
tether line holding the individual systems together.  The deployment was planned in two 
stages, pump #1 was to go in valve first, and pump #2, buoy first- separated by the payout 
of tether line. 
 
 Before starting the deployment, all the individual components were connected on 
deck, ready to deploy.  This left very little room on the working part of the deck to have 
people tend to tag lines, quick releases, and operate the capstan and winch- all while 
staying out of the way as each piece of the system went overboard.  A full explanation of 
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how the deployment would proceed was essential to all involved, and was given twice for 
full comprehension.   
 
 To get things started, 1.5 knots of ship speed was delivered and the valve end of 
the first pump system was picked up with the capstan through the A-frame.  After being 
released into the water, the patty for this system was pushed into the water and the 
unrolling was quickly underway.  Meanwhile, the buoy to this system was hard tied to a 
slip line on one end, and to a release mechanism on the other end.  After the tube had 
completely unrolled, the buoy became tight against the drag of the system in the water 
and the points holding it to the ship.  The buoy was lifted from the deck with the capstan 
line led through the A-frame, and was released as it was lowered into the water.  At this 
point, the first stage of the deployment was completed and the buoy which was just 
released was connected to the ship with the tether, which is secured to a deck cleat.  The 
payout of the tether continued from the cleat and the ship’s speed was reduced so 
minimal tension was on the tether and first stage of deployment.   
 
 When full length of tether was deployed, it became tight against the second buoy, 
which was secured to a tag line and another release mechanism.  This buoy was lifted, 
lowered, and released into the water using the capstan and A-frame again, and the cable 
connecting it to the tube eventually pulled on the top coupler of this system which was 
payed out by hand until all slack was taken out between coupler and patty.  Ship speed 
was brought up to 2 knots as tension increased on the patty, eventually pulling it off the 
deck and into the water, where it started to unroll as designed.  While unrolling, the valve 
end of the system was secured to the edge of the deck by a recovery line that was packed 
onto the winch.  Once the unrolling was completed, the valve was lowered into the water 
and payout of the recovery line ensued until the end was reached, and a slip line was 
attached.  Another set of recovery line floats were attached and the system was on its own 
with the release of the slip line.  
 
Sensors 
 
 All three pumps were outfitted with sensors.  Two different temperature sensors 
were utilized in the pumps, HOBO Tidbit temperature sensors and RBR temperature 
sensors.  The RBR sensors were capable of sampling at a higher resolution because of 
increased memory capacity.  The single pump was rigged with a Tidbit sensor about 30 
cm above the opening of the tube.  This sensor was to be recovered roughly 20 hours 
after the single pump was deployed.  Located in the top coupler of the single pump, were 
a Tidbit sensor and a RBR sensor.  Just below the top coupler was a MAVS 3, a 3 axis 
acoustic current meter.  An RBR sensor and a Tidbit sensor were installed in the middle 
coupler (150m) of the single pump.  Just above the bottom valve of the single pump was 
an RBR sensor and a Tidbit sensor.  The tethered pumps were outfitted identically.  In the 
pump with a top coupler an RBR sensor and a Tidbit sensor were mounted.  The pump 
without the top coupler, an RBR sensor and a Tidbit sensor were mounted on the cable 
below the float ring.  In the middle coupler of both pumps, an RBR sensor and a Tidbit 
sensor were installed.  As with the single pump, an RBR sensor and a Tidbit sensor were 
mounted just above the valve in both tethered pumps.         
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C. Deployment Cruise Summary, May 30 - June 1 
 
 The KM departed on the OPPEX-I deployment cruise at 1800 on May 30, 2008.  
At 0125 the KM arrived at Station 1.  Upon arrival, two CTD casts were conducted 
consecutively.  The third CTD cast was aborted because of instrumentation problems and 
a fourth CTD cast was added to the schedule for 2000 on May 31.  At 0635 the small boat 
was deployed with divers and film crew aboard.  The small boat was used as the film and 
dive platform.  Following the small boat deployment a Seaglider was deployed at 0700.  
The second Seaglider was deployed successfully at 0845.  The KM then steamed 5 nm 
away from the Seagliders to Station 2. 
  
 Upon arrival to Station 2, the small boat was launched with film and dive crew 
aboard.  The single pump buoy was deployed at 1053 followed by the whole pump 
system which was released from the ship at 1109 on May 31 (Pic.6, 7, 8 and 9).  The 
single pump was deployed successfully and without incident.  The KM then moved a safe 
distance away from the pump for an optics cast.  The KM then steamed 2 nm away from 
the single pump to Station 3, the deployment location for the tethered pumps. 
  
 At 1640 the valve of the first pump was deployed followed by the buoy at 1646.  
The second buoy was deployed at 1701 and the entire tethered pumps system was 
deployed and released from the ship at 1715 on May 31 (Pic.10, 11, 12 and 13).  The two 
pumps were deployed successfully and without incident.  Following the deployment, the 
small boat was recovered.  The KM moved safely away from the dual pumps for an 
optics cast.  Because the set-up of the dual pumps took longer than expected the third 
Seaglider deployment was postponed until 0800 on June 1.  After the optics cast, a CTD 
cast was conducted at 2012 to finish the biogeochemical sampling.  Two net tows were 
completed at 2135 and 2250.  Following the net tows the KM transited to Station 5, the 
single pump. 
  
 The single pump was located at 0340.  At 0536 the KM was in position for the 
small boat deployment.  Overnight, the winds and sea state increased so the Captain 
cancelled the hand-lowered CTD casts from the small boat.  The small boat was still 
deployed at 0602 with the mission of recovering the tidbit temperature sensor above the top 
coupler of the pump that was rigged to break free.  The temperature sensor was 
successfully recovered at 0630 and the small boat was safely brought back aboard the 
KM at 0645.  The third Seaglider was then deployed at 0710 in the vicinity of the single 
pump.  While the tidbit sensor was being removed from its protective case the sensor was 
damaged and the data could not be downloaded onboard the KM.  The KM got underway 
to Snug Harbor at 0825 and returned on time at 1745. 
  
 
D. Between Cruises 
 
 On June 1, the last Seaglider to be deployed was transmitting an error message.  
To be safe, it was decided to leave the Seaglider at the surface until it could be recovered.  
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Since the Seaglider was on the surface it was used as a surface current marker through 
out the remainder of the experiment. 
  
 On June 2, the tidbit temperature sensor was sent back to the manufacturer to 
extract the data.  The data was successfully retrieved from the sensor and the data was 
sent via email on June 5.  This data revealed that cold water did not reach 30 cm above 
the top coupler within the 20 hr period. 
  
 For the following days before the return cruise the OPPEX Science Center was 
set-up (Pic.14).  An OptiPortal was utilized as a means to visually track all of the 
available data as the experiment unfolded.  The drift track of the pumps, the drift track of 
the misbehaving Seaglider, the path of the Seagliders, all of the Seagliders dive data and 
altimetry data were analyzed.         
  
   
E. Return Cruise Summary June 12 - June 15 
 
 The KM departed on the OPPEX-I return cruise at 0830 on June 11.  At 1030 a 
USCG helicopter conducted mock hoist operations around the KM.  We arrived at Station 
1 at 1110.  Station 1 was chosen for the purpose of filming the deployment of the VPR 
from the small boat away from the KM because of the calm water on the leeward side of 
Oahu.  Station 1 operations included, hoisting the VPR across the deck of the ship into 
deployment position, deployment of the small boat and mock VPR deployments.  All 
operations at Station 1 were completed on time and without incident. 
  
 At 1505 the KM got underway to Station 2.  It was decided to do a real VPR 
deployment while the KM was still in the lee of the island.  This was to test all 
instruments and the performance of the VPR.  The VPR was deployed at 1510 and 
recovered at 1540.  All VPR tests were successful and the ship continued on to Station 2. 
  
 The KM arrived in the vicinity of Station 2 at 2145.  During this time the ADCP 
data, the drift tracks of the pumps and the drift track of the drifting Seaglider were 
analyzed.  The deployment location of the sediment traps and the VPR mapping pattern 
were chosen based on all of the available information (Fig.4). The sediment traps were 
then deployed at 2345.  Following this deployment the ship repositioned for the 
deployment of the VPR.  The VPR was successfully deployed on June 13 at 0050.  The 
VPR was towed all night in a zigzag pattern between 60 m and 30 m.  At 0645 the VPR 
was recovered in the vicinity of the single pump. 
  
 The single pump was located and the KM positioned near the pump.  At 0755 the 
small boat was launched with divers aboard with the mission of recovering and replacing 
the top temperature sensor in the top coupler of the pump.  The divers successfully 
recovered the temperature sensor and returned it to the KM at 0930.  They did not replace 
the sensor because visual observations revealed that the upper portion of the pump was 
shredded.  The temperature data was then downloaded and analyzed.  It was found that 
the pump worked and pumped cold (nutrient rich) water to the surface for 17 hours after 
deployment.  No cold water was observed following the 17 hours of pumping.  Because 
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the data revealed that the pump was not pumping cold water to the surface and the visual 
observation was made that the upper portion of the pump was not intact it was decided to 
locate the tethered pumps and repeat diving operations on both pumps. 
  
 The tethered pumps were located and the small boat was launched with divers 
aboard.  Upon arrival at the tethered pumps a 16ft shark was found circling the pumps.  
After a closer examination the shark was identified as a whale shark.  The divers entered 
the water and recovered both temperature sensors in the top portions of the pumps.  The 
sensors were safely brought onboard the KM at 1200.  The same visual observation was 
made at both pumps as the single pump that the top portions of the tubes were shredded 
and not intact.  Because of this, the sensors were not replaced.  The temperature data 
from both sensors were then downloaded and analyzed.  The data revealed that one of the 
pumps did not record cold water at the surface while the other pump pumped sporadically 
for approximately 16 hours on June 1.  Because the data showed that neither of the two 
pumps were currently delivering cold nutrient rich water to the surface and the visual 
observation was made that the upper portion of the pump had failed, it was decided to 
recover the malfunctioning Seaglider.   
  
 The KM got underway to the Seaglider at 1330.  In route to the Seaglider the VPR 
was launched for filming of the control room.  The VPR was recovered at 1625.  The KM 
arrived at the Seaglider and the small boat was deployed to aid in the recovery operation.  
The Seaglider was successfully recovered and brought safely onboard the KM at 1655.  
The small boat was recovered and the KM transited back to the pumps.  It was decided 
that CTD casts and optics casts would be completed by the single pump and the tethered 
pumps throughout the night.  In the morning, the single pump would be recovered. 
  
 Three CTD casts were conducted around the single pump with the last one 
occurring on June 14 at 0020.  The cyanocage was deployed at 0025 in the vicinity of the 
single pump.  Following, the KM positioned near the tethered pumps for CTD operations.  
Three CTD casts were performed around the two pumps. 
  
 At 0800 on June 14 the CTD was deployed and recovered for filming purposes.  
The small boat was launched at 0845 with divers aboard to film the CTD underwater.  
These operations occurred until 0945.   
  
 At 1030 the small boat was launched to aid in the recovery of the single pump.  At 
1045 the working line from the ship was passed to the small boat and the hook was 
placed on the single pump recovery line.  The winch was used to reel in the recovery line.  
The first mass that was brought on deck included the valve, 150 m of bag and the middle 
coupler (Pic.15).  After an hour of sorting out the tangled mess the next section was 
brought onboard.  This section included 150 m of bag and the top coupler (Pic.16).  At 
1310 the single pump buoy was successfully brought onboard (Pic.17).  The single pump 
was recovered safely and without incident. 
  
 The KM then transited to the sediment traps for recovery.  At 1440 a net tow was 
completed next to the sediment traps.  The sediment traps were successfully recovered at 
1540.  The KM then steamed back to the dual pumps.   
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 All operations were completed and the KM got underway to Snug Harbor at 1835.  
On June 15 at 0650 a helicopter circled the KM outside of the harbor for filming 
purposes.  Mock VPR deployments were performed.  The KM docked at Snug Harbor at 
0830 on June 15.          
 
 
F. Agouron Cruise June 15 - June 23 
 
 After all of Agouron cruise objectives were met the ship steamed to the tethered 
pumps to recover both pumps.  On June 22, the KM arrived in the vicinity of the tethered 
pumps.  A small boat was deployed to assess the condition of the pumps.  Upon arrival it 
was noted that both pumps were lost.  What remained were both buoys, electronics, most 
straps, chains, damaged keels, shackles, swivels and tether line.  Both buoys were 
recovered safely.          

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Picture 3. The frame used to roll the pump tube. 
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Picture 4. The start of rolling the pump tube. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Picture 5. The process of rolling the pump tube. 
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Picture 6. Single pump deployment. 

 

 
Picture 7. Single pump deployment. 
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Picture 8. Single pump deployment. 

 

 
Picture 9. Single pump deployment. 
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Picture 10. Tethered pumps deployment. 

 

 
Picture 11. Tethered pumps deployment. 
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Picture 12. Tethered pumps deployment. 

 

 
Picture 13. Tethered pumps deployment. 
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Picture 14. The OPPEX Science Center.  The OptiPortal displayed the pump drift 

tracks and all of the Seaglider data. 

 
Picture 15. The first mass brought on deck during the single pump recovery 

operation. 
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Picture 16. The second mass brought on deck during the single pump recovery 

operation. 
 
 
 

 
Picture 17. The single pump was safely recovered with the buoy being the last part 

to be recovered. 
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Figure 4. VPR mapping pattern.  The single pump and the tethered pumps were 

located between points 1 and 2.  The surface current was heading in the NE 
direction. 
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III. Results 
  
A. Science 
 
 1. Single Pump Recovered Tidbit Temperature Data 
 
  
 The rigged tidbit temperature sensor was programmed to record data from 0800 
on May 31 to 0800 on June 1.  The data clearly shows the time-line of the pump 
deployment and the recovery of the temperature sensor (Fig.5).  This sensor was located 
roughly 30 cm above the opening of the pump tube (Pic.18).  The tidbit was rigged to 
break free upon recovery and was to be recovered 20 hr after the deployment of the single 
pump.  The single pump buoy was deployed first at 1053 which correspond to the 
significant drop in temperature from the hot stern deck of the ship to the sea surface 
temperature of around 25°C.  The entire pump system was deployed and released from 
the ship at 1109.  The sea surface temperature of 25°C persisted until the sensor was 
recovered on June 1 at 0630.  This slight increase in temperature at 0630 is attributed to 
the sensor being pulled out of the water next to the outboard motor.  The temperature 
then decreased to 23.5°C which was the air temperature upon recovery.  The next 
increase in temperature corresponded to getting back onboard the KM.  The next 
significant drop in temperature to 19°C was due to the air-conditioning in the lab onboard 
the KM.  This temperature record did not indicate that the single pump was operating and 
pumping cold nutrient rich water to the surface. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.  Single pump recovered Tidbit temperature sensor data. 
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 Because the sensor was rigged 30 cm above the opening of the pump tube it 
missed the cold water spilling out of the tube.  This was confirmed when the temperature 
sensor located inside the top coupler of the pump was recovered. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Picture 18.  Location of the recovered single pump Tidbit temperature sensor. 
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 2. Single Pump Data Record 
 
 On June 13, divers recovered the temperature sensor that was located in the top 
coupler of the single pump.  This data showed that the system began to pump cold 
nutrient rich water to the surface ocean 3 hr after deployment and continued to do so for 
approximately 17 hr (Fig.6).  After which time, the top temperature sensor did not record 
any temperature difference from the ambient sea surface temperature of 25.3°C.  During 
the 17 hr of pumping to the surface the top sensor recorded a difference of >1°C below 
the ambient surface temperature. 
  
 On June 14, the single pump was recovered.  Temperature sensors were 
mounted at the bottom of the pump above the valve, in the middle coupler and at the top 
of the pump in the top coupler.  Because of this, we were able to piece together the 
history of the single pump after deployment.  The temperature sensor that was mounted at 
the bottom of the pump above the valve recorded a reading of 11.2°C, which corresponds 
to 300 m, 1 hour after deployment.  This clearly represents the successful deployment of 
the single pump because the valve made it to the target depth of 300 m.  If twisting 
occurred during the initial deployment the twisting must have worked itself out since the 
valve was situated at 300 m 1 hour after the pump was released from the ship.  This data 
record also shows a maximum peak recorded temperature of 13°C during the 
deployment.  This may represent currents pushing the pump from the vertical position to 
an angle.  There may have not been enough weight at the valve end to keep the pump 
vertical. 
  
 The temperature sensor located at 150 m, the middle coupler, measured the 
ambient temperature at 150 m of 19.1°C a half hour after deployment.  The temperature 
then decreased to >2°C below the ambient temperature 1 hour after the bottom valve 
reached the target depth of 300 m.  The pumping of 300 m water up to the middle coupler 
at 150 m continued for 53 hr.  After 53 hr this sensor measured the ambient temperature 
at 150 m for the duration of the deployment. 
  
 During the recovery operation, when the first pump mass was brought onboard 
it was noticed that the middle coupler was missing the section that was in-line with the 
cable (Pic.19).  This first mass consisted of the valve, 150 m of bag and the middle 
coupler (Pic.15).  The valve and the cable were intact upon recovery.  Attached to the 
recovered coupler was an RBR temperature sensor.  When the next section of cable was 
spooled up the missing piece of the middle coupler was still attached in-line with the rest 
of the cable (Pic.20).  Attached to this piece of the coupler was a Hobo Tidbit 
temperature sensor.  The temperature data from both of these sensors revealed that the 
pump system failed 53 hr after deployment (Fig.7).  At the point of failure, the part of the 
coupler that was in-line with the cable stayed around 150 m while the rest of the coupler 
and 150 m of the pump tube descended down to the valve at 300 m.  The temperature 
sensor located in the piece of the coupler that broke free recorded a temperature of 
11.2°C on June 3 at 2400 hr.  It took approximately 16 hr for the coupler that broke free 
to descend to the bottom valve. 
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Figure 6. (Left) Profile of water column temperature from three concurrent casts 

using a rosette mounted SeaBird CTD collected just prior to the deployment of the 
single pump. (Right top) Timeline of events for the single pump. Values denote the 

hour that each noted event was recorded. (Right bottom panels). Time series of 
temperature recorded at (a) the top coupler, 15m (b) the mid-coupler, 150m and (c) 

the bottom valve, 300m. 
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Figure 7. Temperature record of the single pump middle coupler.  The Hobo Tidbit 
temperature sensor was attached to the part of the coupler that was in-line with the 

cable.  The RBR temperature sensor was attached to the part of the coupler that 
broke free.    
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Picture 19.  Single pump middle coupler that had the RBR temperature sensor 

attached.  
 
 

 
Picture 20. Single pump middle coupler that had the Hobo Tidbit temperature 

sensor attached.  
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 3. Tethered Pumps Data Record 
 

On June 13, divers recovered the temperature sensor located in the top coupler of 
one of the tethered pumps.  They also recovered the temperature sensor from the pump 
with the float ring.  The data from the temperature sensor located in the pump with the 
top coupler revealed that cold water did not reach the surface ocean during the 
deployment (Fig.8).  The temperature data from the tethered pump with the float ring 
showed that cold water did pump to the surface ocean for a limited time (Fig. 9).  The 
first evidence of cold water at the surface occurred at 0400 on June 1 (Fig.10).  The 
recorded temperature was 23.1°C.  The system pumped sporadically until 0830 at which 
time the ambient sea surface temperature was recorded.  This continued until 1730 when 
the sensor recorded another drop in temperature to 24°C.  For the next three hours the 
sensor recorded numerous temperature drops.  For the rest of the deployment no 
temperature change was found.  This sensor was mounted on the cable in the pump tube.  
Because a float ring was used the top 150 m of tube was not connected to anything at the 
surface.  This may be the cause of the sporadic temperature signature observed.  The tube 
may have dropped below the sensor thus the sensor recorded the ambient sea surface 
temperature.  When the tube moved up and around the sensor the sensor captured the cold 
water signature.               
  
 An attempt was made at recovering the tethered pumps on June 21.  Upon 
arrival at the pumps it was observed that both pump systems were missing.  What 
remained were the buoys, electronics, keel, chain, and some of the straps.  The drift track 
of the tethered pumps were plotted along with the calculated drift speed by using the 
known locations (Fig.11).  Because the drift speed increases to >1 knot on June 19 it can 
be inferred that the pumps were lost at that time (Fig.12).  If all that remained were the 
surface buoys, they would drift with the surface currents and be affected by the wind.   
 
 
 

 
Figure 8. Temperature sensor recovered from the tethered pump with the top 

coupler.  This was the second of the two pumps to be deployed. 
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Figure 9. Temperature sensor recovered from the tethered pump with the top float 

ring.  This was the first of the two pumps to be deployed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10. Zoomed in look at the decrease in temperature of the tethered pump with 

the top float ring. 
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Figure 11. The drift track of the tethered pumps.  

 
 
 

 
Figure 12. The tethered pumps drift speed calculated by location over time.  The 

black and red lines correspond to individual pumps. 
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 4. Drift Track of the Pumps 
 
 The single and the two tethered pumps were deployed in an area thought to be 
outside of an eddy.  On June1, the ocean altimetry data revealed that a cyclonic eddy 
spun up in the exact location of deployment.  The pumps were deployed on the edge of 
this short lived eddy.  The pumps followed the trajectory of a counter-clockwise rotation 
for the duration of the deployment (Fig.13).  On June 12, the return cruise departure, the 
pumps were almost back in the location where they were deployed.  Because of this, the 
transit time to find the pumps was limited which provided extra time for science 
operations. 
  
 The disabled Seaglider left to drift with the surface currents provided an estimate 
of the current direction.  It was hypothesized that the upwelled water would settle at the 
base of the mixed layer but move in the direction of the surface current.  This was used 
during the experiment to drive the operating Seagliders in the direction of the surface 
current drift.       

 
 
Figure 13.  The position of the pumps and Seagliders on June 10 at 1600.  The drift 
track of the pumps are in yellow and orange, the path of the Seagliders are in blue.  
The Seaglider that is the furthest away from the pumps was the Seaglider drifting 

with the surface current. 
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 5. CTD Data 
 
 Four CTD casts were conducted around the single pump.  All of these casts 
looked identical (Fig.14)   Three CTD casts were completed around the tethered pumps.  
All of these CTD traces looked identical and did not show an indication of upwelled 
water to the surface ocean (Fig.15). 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 14.  Four CTD casts were conducted around the single pump and all of them 

looked identical.  This is a representative profile.  
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Figure 15.  Three CTD casts were conducted around the two tethered pumps.  All of 

the profiles looked similar.  This is a representative profile. 
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 6. Seagliders 
 
 Seaglider Description and Use -  
The Seaglider is an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) developed by scientists and 
engineers at the University of Washington's School of Oceanography and Applied 
Physics Laboratory.  
(  http://www.apl.washington.edu/projects/seaglider/summary.html  ) 
 
 The Seagliders “fly” or “glide” through the water with extremely modest energy 
requirements using changes in buoyancy (oil filled diaphragm) and changes in location of 
its internal battery mass (pitch & roll) for thrust and direction.  This coupled with a 
stable, low-drag, hydrodynamic shape allows it to glide down and up through the water 
over a long period of time.  The time between deployment and recovery can be as long as 
5-6months depending on the depth (max 1000m) chosen and the science data sampling 
scheme.  Seagliders make oceanographic measurements traditionally collected by 
research vessels or moored instruments, but at a fraction of the cost.  They can survey 
along a transect, profile or at a fixed location (virtual mooring), and can be commanded 
to alter their sampling strategies throughout their mission.    
 
 Each Seaglider has the following instrumentation: 
   SeaBird Electronic 43F oxygen sensor; Aanderaa Optode oxygen sensor 
   SeaBrid CTD (conductivity & Temp=salinity);  
   WET Labs  BB2F-VMG - scattering meter; 
   WET Labs BBFL2-VMT - ECO Chlorophyll Fluorometer; 
   Paine Pressure sensor, Acoustic Transponder 
   As well as GPS / Iridium (location and communications) antenna/system 
 
 In this present experiment the plan was to utilize 3 of these Seagliders (serial 
numbers 145, 146, 147) to map the biological response in the water around the drifting 
single and dual pumps.  The assumption was that the water mass or North Hawaiian 
Ridge surface current would be moving faster than the pumps.  It would carry with it any 
cold water being pumped up the tube and spilling over the top coupler (15 m depth).   
Therefore there would be a “plume” of colder water (taking into account mixing and 
density differences) or “changed” water at some depth out front or “down stream” of the 
pumps.   The Seaglider’s mission was to descend to 500 m in a pattern around the pumps, 
collecting the biological data and upon surfacing at the end of a dive, send back the data 
sets to the University of Hawaii base station.  Once at the base station the data was 
automatically copied to an ‘ftp site’ where various programs and utilities automatically 
created plots and graphs of the data.  These plots and graphs were then made available 
both online as well as at our computer center called the Optiportal (4x3  panel array of 
30” PC monitors)  which allowed simultaneous viewing of all the pump & glider position 
tracks, satellite imagery and Seaglider data profiles. 
 Two Seagliders (s/n 145 & s/n 146) were launched May 31 at 0700 and 0845.  
After a couple of test dives to 45 m they were sent north to be clear of the area for the 
later pump deployment.   Seaglider s/n 147 was launched on June 1, 0710.  Later in the 
day while the R/V Kilo Moana was transiting back to HNL it was determined that 
Seaglider s/n 147 had developed pitch control problems.  Therefore the assessment was to 
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leave Seaglider s/n 147 on the surface and use it to periodically communicate its position 
which could then be used in calculating the surface current speed and direction.  Once the 
pumps (both single and tethered) had begun their drift patterns, the two Seagliders (s/n 
145 & s/n 146) were then ‘steered’ back to rendezvous with the pumps.  Each Seaglider 
profiled to 500 m which lasted about 3hours.  So every 3 hrs the Seaglider called in to 
upload its data to the UH base station and check to see if there was a new target or 
assignment.  The tricky part of coordinating the sampling strategy around the drifting 
pumps with the Seagliders was the skew between the reports of position for Seagliders 
and the drifting pumps.  The pumps used the Argos system of reporting position and this 
was often delayed, unpredictable (as far as receiving updates), or out of sync with the 
reported Seaglider positions by 2-11 hours.  One had a fairly consistent knowledge of 
where the Seagliders were, but trying to target to an estimated position of the pumps was 
a bit more problematic.  One illustration was that the pumps were drifting consistently 
along at a fairly constant speed and direction and so the Seagliders were sent to a 
projected location.  When the Seagliders got there it was later found out from the delayed 
pump position report that the current had abruptly changed the drift of the pumps from a 
North West direction to a North East direction.  So this tracking use in the future needs a bit 
more review since this is a major challenge in sampling data around any drifter. 
 The two Seagliders (s/n 145 & 146) continued profiling around the drifting pumps 
until the pumps were recovered.   
 Data from 45m in the vicinity of the pumps revealed an unusually low oxygen 
signature.  This has never before been seen in this location.  This low oxygen blob, 
located in an area of high oxygen, is indicative of deep water with a low oxygen signature 
upwelled into the photic zone.  These data need to be examined closer.  
 
 
 
B. Engineering 
 
 The straps that were used to hold shackles to buoy were insufficient.  Chafing will 
occur over time and the straps will break, as observed after deployment. 
 
 The “keel” designed by Atmocean was structurally insufficient, and welds of 
reinforcing material around connection points were also insufficient.  The forces 
generated by the vertical movement of the system surpassed the strength of the material 
of the “keel” holding it together, and failure occurred as a result of this (Pic.21). The 
single pump system was recovered just prior to this failure and the dual pump system 
recovered after failure and resulted in loss of these pump systems (Pic.22). 
 
 The single pump that was recovered showed multiple signs of failure, most 
notably the tarp tube system that was used.  The edges of the valves and couplers 
provided an abrupt transition from supported to unsupported areas of the tarp material, 
and as a result created a high wear and chafe zone which perforated the tarp material over 
the 2 week deployment. 
 
 The couplers designed by Atmocean also proved to be insufficient in terms of 
strength and weld integrity.  As a result of excessive force, administered to the outer 
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cylinder of the coupler where the tarp was connected, the internal support rods were 
ripped clean from the cylinder walls, and left jagged edges on each end of the support 
rods (Pic.23).  These jagged edges were then exposed to any remaining surrounding tarp 
material, and quickly shredded this material until separation of the tarp tube above the 
coupler occurred.  The tarp that was still intact and connected to the base of the coupler 
cylinder, bunched itself up at the valve end of the pump system as it sank with the 
coupler cylinder along the bottom 150 m length of cable.  The vertical motion of the 
cable acting on the bunched tarp and broken coupler cylinder proceeded to cut into this 
mass, and also wore through the vinyl coating on the cable and into the cable.  
 
 The recovery line was intact after the experiment, but was tangled into the 
bunched mass at the base near the valve.  This could have happened at any point during 
the deployment, and most likely occurred at the time when the coupler failed and fell 
with the tarp remains to the base of the system. 
 
 
 

 
Picture 21. Keel failure. 
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Picture 22. Keel failure. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Picture 23. Internal support rods of the coupler that failed. 
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IV. Future 
 
 During the course of OPPEX-I much was learned that will be carried into 
OPPEX-II.  Because ship time was limited during OPPEX-I only 5 ship days were 
allocated.  These days were divided such that we had two days to deploy the pumps and 
Seasgliders and three ship days to track down the pumps, locate and sample any 
biological response.  During the next OPPEX project it is recommended that more ship 
days be secured to give the necessary time to properly map the region near the nutrient 
addition.  Using a technology that could be controlled such as Ocean Thermal Energy 
Conversion (OTEC) is highly recommended.  At this point, it is not recommended to use 
the wave driven ocean upwelling pumps until the major engineering problems are solved.  
The OTEC technology would allow the volume of deep nutrient rich water added to the 
surface ocean to be regulated.  This technology is currently available and engineer-tested 
and could be adapted for this purpose.  Adding a tracer to this upwelled water would also 
help in tracking the water as it is diffused/advected away from the source.  This reflects 
one of the main challenges from the onset of this project, determining how best to track 
the upwelled water.  The plan was to use the Seagliders and remote sensing to locate a 
surface feature while the team was on shore.  During the second cruise, the towed 
instrument, VPR, was to be used to map the region around the pumps.  Despite the 
engineering failure of the pumps, this was a good test of the Seagliders and using a towed 
instrument to survey the area.  The Seagliders proved effective, but were limited by the 
Argos fixes from the pumps.  Because the tracking technology used on the pumps reports 
a position with a quarter-mile error and sends a limited number of fixes per day, the 
Seagliders could not get close enough to the pumps to resolve the small extent of 
upwelled deep water.   In the next OPPEX project, Seagliders should be used but a 
different tracking technology needs to be used if the upwelling system is left at sea.  
Using a towed instrument to map the region around the upwelled water is also 
recommended.  This towed instrument needs to be outfitted with all the proper 
instruments (e.g., oxygen sensor, fluorometer, CTD, and optical sensors).  All of these 
factors need to be considered when trying to devise the next plan to test the Karl and 
Letelier hypothesis.    
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In preparation for publication consideration 
 
Abstract — In 1974, John D. Isaacs formulated a proposal to use wave energy to invert 
the density structure of the ocean and pump deep, nutrient-rich water into the sunlit 
surface layers. The basic principle of operation is that a length of tubing attached to a 
surface buoy and a one-way valve can be extended below the euphotic zone and act as a 
conduit for deep water. The vertical motion of the ocean forces the valve open on the 
downslope of a wave and closed on the upslope, thus generating upward movement of 
deep water to the surface ocean without the need for an external power supply. The 
motivation for this endeavor has taken many forms over the years, from energy 
production to fueling aquaculture to the more recent suggestion that artificial upwelling 
could be used to stimulate primary productivity and carbon sequestration, but the simple 
engineering concept remained the same.  In June 2008, we tested a commercially 
available wave pump north of Oahu, Hawaii in order to assess the logistics of at-sea 
deployment and the survivability of the equipment in the open ocean.  Our engineering 
test was also designed to evaluate a recently published hypothesis that upwelling of water 
containing excess phosphate relative to nitrogen compared to the canonical “Redfield” 
molar ratio of 16N:1P, would generate a two-phased phytoplankton bloom. The end 
result of this field experiment was short-term delivery (<1day) of deep water to the 
surface mixed layer followed by catastrophic failure of pump materials under the 
dynamic stresses of the oceanic environment. In this note, we discuss the deployment of a 
300m wave pump, efforts to sample a biochemical response, the engineering challenges 
faced and the implications of these results for future experiments aimed at stimulating the 
growth of phytoplankton. Lastly, we recommend that future efforts to assess the 
biological response of the upper ocean to nutrient enrichments should utilize more proven 
and reliable platforms for the delivery of deep water to the surface ocean, such as the 
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) concept.   
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B. Deployment Cruise Report  
 

OPPEX-I Deployment Cruise:  
Chief Scientist Report 

Chief Scientist: Eric Grabowski 
 
OPPEX-I Deployment Cruise 
Vessel:  R/V Kilo Moana, University of Hawaii 
Cruise ID: KM 08-07 
May 30 – June 1, 2008 
Master of the Vessel: Captain Richard L Meyer 
OTG Marine Technicians: Dan Fitzgerald and Elly Speicher  

 
 

Loaded: May 30, 2008 @ 1100 
Departed: May 30, 2008 @ 1800 
Arrived: June 1, 2008 @ 1800 
 
 
1.0 Cruise Objectives 
  
The objective of the cruise was to deploy three wave-powered pumps, one single pump 
and two tethered pumps.  Hydrographic and biogeochemical data was to be collected to 
characterize the upper water column.  Three Seagliders were to be deployed during the 
cruise.  The stations that were to be occupied during the cruise: 
 

1) Station 1, the site of CTD operations, small boat operations and Seaglider 
deployments, located northeast of Oahu at a position that was to be determined by 
the mesoscale ocean altimetry data.  The approximate location, 22o 13.4'N, 157o 
23.5'W.  This station was to be occupied on May 31 between 0200 and 0900. 

2) Station 2, the site of the single pump deployment, small boat operations and optic 
casts, located 1 nm away from Station 1.  This station was to be occupied on May 
31 between 0930 and 1330. 

3) Station 3, the tethered pumps deployment site and small boat operations, located 
northeast of Oahu at a position that was to be determined by the mesoscale ocean 
altimetry data.  The pumps were to be deployed within 2 nm of the single pump 
array.  This station was to be occupied on May 31 between 1400 and 1730.  

4) Station 4, the site of the third Seaglider deployment, small boat operations and net 
tows, located 1nm away from the tethered pumps deployment site.  This station 
was to be occupied between May 31, 1800 and June 1, 0130.  

5) Station 5, the location of the single pump array after drifting for approximately 
20hr.  A small boat was to be deployed at this site.  A hand held CTD unit was to 
be deployed and a tidbit sensor was to be recovered from the small boat.  
This station was to be occupied on June 1 between 0600 and 0900. 
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2.0  Description of Planned Operations: 
  Refer to Deployment Cruise Schedule 
 
Upon arrival to Station 1, CTD operations were to commence.  Three CTD casts were 
scheduled at this location.  Following the third CTD cast, at sunrise, the small boat 
was to be deployed.  The small boat was to be used as the filming and/or diving 
platform for the filming crew.  The small boat was to be used for this purpose though 
out the cruise.  After the deployment of the small boat, two Seagliders were to be 
deployed consecutively.  After the successful deployment of both Seagliders the KM 
was to move 1 nm away to Station 2. 
 
Upon arrival to Station 2, the small boat was to be deployed with the filming crew 
aboard.  The single pump was to be deployed in this location.  Following the 
completion of the single pump deployment the KM was to move a safe distance away 
for the PRR cast and the cyanocage cast.  After the optics casts the KM was to transit 
2 nm to Station 3. 
 
The small boat was to be launched prior to the tethered pumps deployment.  The two 
pumps were to be deployed at this location.  Following the dual pumps deployment 
the KM was to move 1 nm away to Station 4, for the third Seaglider deployment.  
Following this deployment the small boat was to be recovered.  Several net tows were 
to be completed at this location.  Then the KM was to transit to Station 5, the single 
pump. 
 
At sunrise, on June 1 the small boat was to be deployed next to the single pump.  
Hand-lowered CTD casts and the recovery of the tidbit temperature sensor were to be 
completed from the small boat.  After, the small boat was to be recovered.  The KM 
was scheduled to depart Station 5 at 1000 for the KM’s return to Snug Harbor at 1800 
on June 1.  
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3.0  PERSONNEL: 

 
   Participant              Title                  Affiliation 

 
 Eric Grabowski   Chief Scientist    UH 
 Angelique White   Lead Scientist              OSU 
 Brian Von Herzen              Broader Impacts Scientist    Climate Foundation 
 Philip Kithil    Pump Inventor                     Atmocean 
 Blake Watkins    Marine Engineer   UH 
 Steve Poulos    Technology/Seaglider   UH 
 Karin Björkman   Support Scientist   UH 
 Sam Wilson    Support Scientist   UH 
 Tara Clemente    Support Scientist   UH 
  
 Iain Riddick    Series Producer   IP 
 Geraldine Hawkins   Line  Producer    IP 
 Matthew Wortman   Director    IP 
 Ruth Roberts    Producer    IP 
 Sarah Newman   Production Co-Ordinator  IP 
 Mike Timney    Cameraman    IP 
 Simon De Glanville   Cameraman    IP 
 Gracie Atkins    Sound Recordist   IP 
 Mike May    Local Camera Assistant  IP 
 Jennifer Languell   Presenter    IP 
 Basil Singer    Presenter    IP 
 William Branlund   Discovery Photog   IP 
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4.0 Summary of Operations: 
  
 The KM departed on the OPPEX-I deployment cruise at 1800 on May 30.  At 
0125 the KM arrived at Station 1.  Upon arrival, three CTD casts were completed 
consecutively.  The third CTD cast was aborted because of instrumentation problems and 
a fourth CTD cast was added to the schedule for 2000 on May 31.  At 0635 the small boat 
was deployed with divers and film crew aboard.  The small boat was used as the film and 
dive platform.  Following the small boat deployment a Seaglider was deployed at 0700.  
The second Seaglider was deployed successfully at 0845.  The KM then steamed 5 nm 
away from the Seagliders to Station 2. 
 Upon arrival to Station 2, the small boat was launched with film and dive crew 
aboard.  The single pump buoy was deployed at 1053 followed by the whole pump 
system which was released from the ship at 1109 on May 31.  The single pump was 
deployed successfully and without incident.  The KM then moved a safe distance away 
from the pump for a cyanocage cast.  The KM then steamed 2 nm away from the single 
pump to Station 3, the two tethered pumps deployment location. 
 At 1640 the valve of the first pump was deployed followed by the buoy at 1646.  
The second buoy was deployed at 1701 and the entire tethered pumps system was 
deployed and released from the ship at 1715.  The two pumps were deployed successfully 
and without incident.  Following the deployment, the small boat was recovered.  The KM 
moved safely away from the dual pumps for a cyanocage cast.  Because the set-up of the 
dual pumps took longer than expected the third Seaglider deployment was postponed 
until 0800 on June 1.  After the optics cast, a CTD cast was conducted at 2012 to finish 
the biogeochemical sampling.  Two net tows were completed at 2135 and 2250.  
Following the net tows the KM transited to Station 5, the single pump. 
 The single pump was located at 0340.  At 0536 the KM was in position for the 
small boat deployment.  Overnight, the winds and sea state increased so the Captain 
cancelled the hand-lowered CTD casts from the small boat.  The small boat was still 
deployed at 0602 with the mission  of recovering the tidbit temperature sensor in the top 
coupler of the pump tube that was rigged to break free.  The temperature sensor was 
successfully recovered at 0630 and the small boat was safely brought back aboard the 
KM at 0645.  The third Seaglider was then deployed at 0710 in the vicinity of the single 
pump.  While the tidbit sensor was being removed from its protective case the sensor was 
damaged and the data could not be downloaded onboard the KM.  The KM got underway 
to Snug Harbor at 0825 and returned on time at 1745. 
 On June 2 the tidbit sensor was sent back to the manufacturer to retrieve the data.            
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5.0 Detailed Summary of Operations: 
 
May 30, 2008 
 
The OPPEX team loaded all of the gear and supplies aboard the KM at 1100. 
Departed Snug Harbor at 1800. 
Safety and Science meeting held in the conference room at 1900. 
 
May 31, 2008 
 
Arrived Station 1 at 0125, location of 22o 13.4'N, 157o 23.4'W.  
CTD cast 1 was deployed at 0204 and recovered at 0251.  CTD cast 2 was deployed at 
0323 and recovered at 0403.  CTD cast 3 was deployed at 0542 and recovered at 0617.   
 
Following CTD operations, the small boat was deployed at 0635 with divers aboard to 
film the deployment of the Seagliders. 
At 0700 the first Seaglider was deployed at the location of 22o 13.4'N, 157o 23.5'W. 
At 0837 the divers entered the water.  The second Seaglider was deployed at 0845.  The 
divers were back aboard the KM at 0900. 
 
The KM steamed 5 nm away from the Seagliders to Station 2, location of 22o 13.4'N 
157o 22.5'W for the single pump deployment.  At 1053 the single pump buoy was 
deployed.  The single pump was successfully deployed at 1109.  The deployment was 
completed safely and without incident. 
 
The KM moved a safe distance away from the pump and the cyanocage was deployed 
1146 and recovered at 1223. 
 
Conducted abandon ship drill at 1230.  All personnel mustered in the staging bay.  All 
new personnel were instructed to put on their survival suits.  C/M instructed crew on the 
life raft launching protocol. 
 
The KM then moved to Station 3, 2 nm away from the single pump at the location of 22o 
13.5'N, 157o 18.6'W.  At 1640 the valve of the first of the dual pumps was lowered into 
the ocean.  At 1646 the first buoy of the tethered pumps were deployed followed by the 
second buoy at 1701.  The dual pumps were successfully deployed at 1715.  Both pumps 
were deployed safely and without incident.  The small boat was recovered at 1812. 
 
The KM moved safely away from the tethered pumps and the cyanocage was deployed at 
1832 and recovered at 1906. 
A CTD cast was conducted at 2012 at the location of 22o 13.7'N, 157o 16.8'W. 
A net tow was performed at 2135 followed by a second tow at 2250. 
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June 1, 2008 
 
The KM transited to the single pump at 0255.  The ship was within 3 nm of the pump at 
0340.  At 0445 the KM maneuvered for the single pump.  The ship was in position by 
0536 at the location of 22o 14.8'N, 157o 18.1'W.  Because the wind and wave heights 
increased overnight the hand lowered CTD operations were canceled.  The small boat 
was still launched at 0602 with the mission of recovering the rigged tidbit sensor.  The 
sensor was successfully recovered at 0630.  The small boat was safely recovered at 0645. 
 
The third Seaglider was deployed at 0710 at the location of 22o 14.76'N, 157o 18.1'W.   . 
 
The KM got underway to Snug Harbor at 0825. 
 
The KM arrived at Snug Harbor on time at 1745. 
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DEPLOYMENT CRUISE SCHEDULE: 

TIME Fri.            May 30 Sat.           May 31 Sun.             June 1 Mon      June 2  
0000   Open/Close Net Tow  0000 

0100   Net Tow  0100 

0200  CTD 1   0200 

0300   Transit Single Pump  0300 

0400  CTD 2   0400 

0500     0500 

0600  CTD 3 
Deploy Small Boat 

Deploy Small Boat  0600 

0700  Deploy Seaglider 1 Hand-Lowered CTD   0700 

0800  Deploy Seaglider 2 Recover Tidbit 
 

 0800 

0900  Move off 1nm glider 
Deploy Single Pump 

Recover Small Boat  0900 

1000   
 

Transit Snug  1000 

1100     1100 

1200  PRR 
Cyanocage 

  1200 

1300   
Move off 2nm pump 

  1300 

1400  Deploy Dual Pump   1400 

1500     1500 

1600     1600 

1700   
Move off 1nm pump 

  1700 

1800 Depart Snug Deploy Seaglider 3 
 

Arrive Snug  1800 

1900  Recover Small Boat   1900 

2000     2000 

2100     2100 

2200     2200 

2300     2300 

                                              June 1:  Sunrise 0549  Sunset 1910 
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C. Return Cruise Report 

OPPEX-I Return Cruise:  
Chief Scientist Report 

Chief Scientist: Eric Grabowski 
 
OPPEX-I Return Cruise 
Vessel:  R/V Kilo Moana, University of Hawaii 
Cruise ID: KM 08-09 
June12 – 15, 2008 
Master of the Vessel: Captain Brian Wehmeyer 
OTG Marine Technicians: Dan Fitzgerald and Kuhio Vellalos 

 
 

Loaded: June 11, 2008 @ 1200 
Departed: June 12, 2008 @ 0800 
Arrived: June 15, 2008 @ 0800 
 
 
1.0 Cruise Objectives: 
 
The objective of the cruise was to verify that the wave-powered ocean pumps were 
operating and to locate, map and sample the biological response to 300 m seawater 
brought to the surface by the pumps.  A Video Plankton Recorder (VPR) was to be used 
to map the region around and downstream of the pumps.  When the feature was located, 
time permitting, a sediment trap array was to be deployed.  Hydrographic and 
biogeochemical data was to be collected to characterize the upper water column in and 
out of the feature.  A series of optic casts and net tows were also to be completed during 
the cruise.  The misbehaving Seaglider was to be recovered at the end of the cruise.   

 
Stations: 
 
1) Station 1, the site of the VPR small boat filming, located at 21o 20.6'N, 158o 
 16.4'W and was to be occupied on the first day of the cruise for about 3 hours. 
2) Station 2, the site of the sediment trap and VPR deployment, approximately 
 located at 22o 10.8'N, 157o 36.0'W.  The VPR was to be towed for 6 hours. 
3) Station 3, the site of the single pump, its location was to be determined from the 
 Argos positions and the radio directional finder.  This station was to be occupied 
 for about 4 hours.  
4) Station 4, the site of the feature (bloom), its location was to be determined with 
 the aid of the Seagliders and the VPR.  This station was to be occupied for about 
 11 hours. 
5) Station 5, the site outside of the feature (bloom), its location was to be determined 
 with the aid of the Seagliders and the VPR.  This station was to be occupied for 
 about 7 hours. 
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2.0  Description of Planned Operations: 
  Refer to Return Cruise Schedule 
 
Upon arrival to Station 1 the small boat was to be deployed followed by the VPR.  
The VPR was to be deployed and recovered numerous times for IP 
to capture this operation on film.  This location was picked because of its calm water.  
After the completion of this operation the small boat was to be recovered.  After, the 
KM was to steam out to the single pump.   
 
Upon arrival to Station 2 the sediment traps were to be deployed in a location dictated 
by the local currents.  After the successful deployment of the sediment traps, the VPR 
was to be deployed for the remainder of the night.  The pattern for mapping was to be 
decided upon on location.  A couple of meetings were held prior to departure where a 
generalized plan was formulated. 
 
After the VPR was to be recovered, the small boat was to be launched with divers 
aboard with the intention of recovering and replacing the temperature sensor in the 
top coupler.  From the small boat, hand-lowered CTD casts will be deployed around 
the single pump.  Depending on the results from these operations, including visual 
observations, the VPR may be deployed again to get a higher resolution map of the 
region or the ship will steam to the dual pumps and repeat small boat operations.  If it 
was determined that the pumps were operating we will locate and sample a bloom 
that was created from bringing 300 m water to surface.  We will also sample outside 
of the bloom to compare the in and out stations.  Optical casts and net tows will also 
be completed.  If the pumps were not operating and time permitted we would first 
recover the single pump.  Before any recovery was to be attempted the misbehaving 
Seaglider was to be recovered.  A small boat will be launched to assist in this 
operation.  Following the Seaglider recovery, a decision will be made as to the next 
operations.  The sediment traps need to be recovered at the end of the cruise allowing 
enough time for our scheduled arrival at 0800 on June 15.   
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3.0  PERSONNEL: 

 
   Participant              Title                  Affiliation 

 
 Eric Grabowski   Chief Scientist    UH 
 Angelique White   Lead Scientist              OSU 
 Blake Watkins    Marine Engineer   UH 
 Steve Poulos    Technology/Seaglider   UH 
 Karin Björkman   Support Scientist   UH 
 Sam Wilson    Support Scientist   UH 
 Tara Clemente    Support Scientist   UH 
 Jay White    Support Scientist   UH 
 Adriana Harlan   Support Scientist   UH 
 Cabell Davis    VPR Scientist             WHOI  
 Josh Eaton    VPR Scientist             WHOI 
 Brian Von Herzen              Broader Impacts Scientist         Climate Foundation 
 
 Geraldine Hawkins   Line Producer    IP 
 Matthew Wortman   Director    IP 
 Ruth Roberts    Producer    IP 
 Sarah Newman   Production Co-Coordinator  IP 
 Mike Timney    Cameraman    IP 
 Simon De Glanville   Cameraman    IP 
 David Pruger    Sound Recordist   IP 
 Mike May    Local Camera Assistant  IP 
 Jennifer Languell   Presenter    IP 
 Basil Singer    Presenter    IP 
 
 Dan Fitzgerald    Marine Technician   OTG 
 Kuhio Vellalos   Marine Technician   OTG 
 Kevin Flanagan   UH Dive Safety Officer  UH 
 Tim McGovern   Dive Support    OTG 
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5.0 Summary of Operations: 
  
 The KM departed on the OPPEX-I return cruise at 0830 on June 11.  At 1030 a 
USCG helicopter conducted mock hoist operations around the KM.  We arrived at Station 
1 at 1110.  Station 1 was chosen for the purpose of filming the deployment of the VPR 
from the small boat away from the KM because of the calm water on the leeward side of 
Oahu.  Station 1 operations included, hoisting the VPR across the deck of the ship into 
deployment position, deployment of the small boat and mock VPR deployments.  All 
operations at Station 1 were completed on time and without incident. 
 At 1505 the KM got underway to Station 2.  It was decided to do a real VPR 
deployment while the KM was still in the lee of the island.  This was to test all 
instruments and the performance of the VPR.  The VPR was deployed at 1510 and 
recovered at 1540.  All VPR tests were successful and the ship continued on to Station 2. 
 The KM arrived in the vicinity of Station 2 at 2145.  During this time the ADCP 
data, the drift tracks of the pumps and the drift track of the misbehaving Seaglider were 
analyzed.  The deployment location of the sediment traps and the VPR mapping pattern 
were chosen based on all of the available information. The sediment traps were then 
deployed at 2345.  Following this deployment the ship repositioned for the deployment of 
the VPR.  The VPR was successfully deployed on June 13 at 0050.  The VPR was towed 
all night in a zigzag pattern between 60 m and 30 m.  At 0645 the VPR was recovered in 
the vicinity of the single pump. 
 The single pump was located and the KM positioned near the pump.  At 0755 the 
small boat was launched with divers aboard with the mission of recovering and replacing 
the top temperature sensor in the top coupler of the pump.  The divers successfully 
recovered the temperature sensor and returned it to the KM at 0930.  They did not replace 
the sensor because visual observations revealed that the upper portion of the pump was 
shredded.  The temperature data was then downloaded and analyzed.  It was found that 
the pump worked and pumped cold nutrient rich water to the surface for 17 hours after 
deployment.  No cold water was observed following the 17 hours of pumping.  Because 
the data revealed that the pump was not pumping nutrient rich water to the surface and 
the visual observation was made that the upper portion of the pump was not intact it was 
decided to locate the tethered pumps and repeat diving operations on both pumps. 
 The tethered pumps were located and the small boat was launched with divers 
aboard.  Upon arrival at the tethered pumps a 16ft shark was found circling the pumps.  
After a closer examination the shark was identified as a whale shark.  The divers entered 
the water and recovered both temperature sensors in the top portions of the pumps.  The 
sensors were safely brought onboard the KM at 1200.  The same visual observation was 
made at both pumps as the single pump that the top portions of the tubes were shredded 
and not intact.  Because of this, the sensors were not replaced.  The temperature data 
from both sensors were then downloaded and analyzed.  The data revealed that one of the 
pumps did not record cold water at the surface while the other pump pumped sporadically 
for approximately 16 hours on June 1.  Because the data showed that both pumps were 
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not delivering cold nutrient rich water to the surface and the visual observation was made 
that the upper portion of the pump was not intact it was decided upon to recover the 
malfunctioning Seaglider.   
 The KM got underway to the Seaglider at 1330.  En route to the Seaglider the 
VPR was launched for filming of the control room.  The VPR was recovered 1625.  The 
KM arrived at the Seaglider and the small boat was deployed to aid in the recovery 
operation.  The Seaglider was successfully recovered and brought safely onboard the KM 
at 1655.  The small boat was recovered and the KM transited back to the pumps.  It was 
decided that CTD casts and optics casts would be completed by the single pump and the 
tethered pumps throughout the night.  In the morning, the single pump would be 
recovered. 
 Four CTD casts were conducted around the single pump with the last one 
occurring on June 14 at 0020.  The cyanocage was deployed at 0025 in the vicinity of the 
single pump.  Following, the KM positioned near the tethered pumps for CTD operations.  
Three CTD casts were performed around the two pumps. 
 At 0800 on June 14 the CTD was deployed and recovered for filming purposes.  
The small boat was launched at 0845 with divers aboard to film the CTD underwater.  
These operations occurred until 0945.   
 At 1030 the small boat was launched to aid in the recovery of the single pump.  At 
1045 the working line from the ship was passed to the small boat and the hook was 
placed on the single pump recovery line.  The winch was used to reel in the recovery line.  
The first mass that was brought on deck included the valve, 150 m of bag and the middle 
coupler.  After an hour of sorting out the tangled mess the next section was brought 
onboard.  This section included 150 m of bag and the top coupler.  At 1310 the single 
pump buoy was successfully brought onboard.  The single pump was recovered safely 
and without incident. 
 The KM then transited to the sediment traps for recovery.  At 1440 a net tow was 
completed next to the sediment traps.  The sediment traps were successfully recovered at 
1540.  The KM then steamed back to the dual pumps.   
 All operations were completed and the KM got underway to Snug Harbor at 1835.  
On June 15 at 0650 a helicopter circled the KM outside of the harbor for filming 
purposes.  Mock VPR deployments were performed.   
 The KM docked at Snug Harbor at 0830 on June 15.          
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5.0 Detailed Summary of Operations: 
 
June 11, 2008 
 
At 1200 the OPPEX team loaded all of the gear and supplies aboard the KM. 
June 12, 2008 
 
Departed Snug Harbor at 0830. 
 
Safety and Science meeting held in the conference room at 0915. 
Conducted abandon ship drill at 1000.  All personnel mustered in the staging bay.  All 
new personnel were instructed to put on their survival suits.  C/M instructed crew on the 
life raft launching protocol. 
 
At 1030 USCG helicopter conducted mock hoist operations around the KM. 
 
Arrived Station 1 at 1110. 
At 1145 the green crane was rigged for hoisting the VPR across the deck into launching 
position.  This operation was conducted for filming purposes.  This was followed by 
many mock VPR deployments which were filmed from the deck of the ship.  At 1330 the 
small boat was launched so IP could film the VPR deployment away from the ship.  
Several more mock VPR deployments were completed at 1350 and 1400.  The small boat 
was recovered at 1450.  Underway to Station 2 at 1505.  At 1510 a test deployment of the 
VPR was conducted to check the system.  The VPR was fully operating and was 
recovered at 1540.   
 
Arrived Station 2 at 2145.   
The sediment trap deployment location was chosen by looking at the ADCP data and the 
drift track of the pumps.  The mapping way points used for the VPR were also chosen 
using the ADCP and the drift track of the pumps.   
The sediment traps were deployed at 2345 at the location of 22o 20.6'N, 157o 31.3'W. 
 
June 13, 2008 
 
The ship was then repositioned near the pumps for the deployment of the VPR. 
The VPR was deployed at 0050 at the location of 22o 22.0'N, 157o 33.0'W. 
The VPR was towed all night in a zigzag pattern until it was recovered near the single 
pump at 0645 at the location of 22o 29.0'N, 157o 30.2'W.   
 
The single pump was then located and the ship positioned for the deployment of the small 
boat.  The location of the single pump at the time of deployment was 22o 23.4'N, 157o 
32.7'W.  The boat was launched at 0755.  Divers were aboard to recover and replace the 
top temperature sensor in the top coupler.  At 0825 three divers entered the water.  The 
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small boat returned to the KM at 0930.  They were successful in recovering the top 
temperature sensor.  A replacement sensor was not installed because it was observed that 
the bag material was shredded.  At 0945 the temperature sensor data was downloaded and 
analyzed.  It was found that the pump worked for approximately 17 hours but was not 
operating at the time of visit.   
 
The ship then moved over to the tethered pumps where divers were deployed in the small 
boat to repeat the temperature sensor operations.  Upon arrival at the dual pumps a 16ft 
shark was seen lurking below.  After a closer inspection the shark was identified as a 
whale shark.  Divers entered the water at 1050.  They recovered the temperature sensors 
from both pumps.  The divers did not replace the sensors because the top portion of the 
tube was shredded.  The divers returned to the KM at 1200.  The small boat was 
recovered at 1245.   
 
At 1330 the ship got underway to recover the misbehaving Seaglider. 
At 1415 the VPR was launched.  This operation was for IP to film the computer room 
while this operation was in progress. 
The VPR was recovered at 1625. 
The small boat was launched to aid in the recovery of the Seaglider at 1643 at the 
location of 22o 52.2'N, 157o 40.1'W. 
The Seaglider was successfully recovered at 1655. 
The small boat was recovered 1705 and the ship got underway back to the pumps. 
 
At 1940 the KM arrived at 22o 27.0'N, 157o 31.2'W, the location of the single pump. 
The first CTD hit the water at 2004 and was recovered at 2030.  The ship repositioned 
and the CTD was deployed again at 2130 and was recovered at 2200.  The ship moved to 
the next station and the CTD was deployed at 2250 and recovered at 2318.  The ship was 
repositioned again and the CTD was deployed at 2340. 
 
June 14, 2008 
 
The CTD was recovered at 0020 near the single pump at the location of 22o 28.3'N, 157o 
30.1'W.   
 
The Cyanocage was successfully deployed and recovered at 0025 and 0100. 
 
The ship then moved over to the tethered pumps where CTD operations were repeated. 
The first CTD cast went in the water at 0155 at the location of 22o 29.9'N, 157o 31.6'W 
and was recovered at 0230.  The KM repositioned for the next cast at the location of 22o 
30.9'N, 157o 31.4'W.  The CTD was deployed at 0318 and was recovered at 0350.  The 
ship then moved to 22o 30.98'N, 157o 31.17'W for another CTD which was deployed at 
0405 and recovered at 0445.   
 
The KM then moved back to the single pump. 
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At 0800 the CTD was deployed and recovered for filming purposes.  The small boat was 
launched at 0845 with divers aboard to film the CTD operations.  The divers entered the 
water at 0907 and CTD operations continued until 0945. 
At 1032 the small boat was launched to aid in the retrieval of the single pump.   
The working line from the ship was passed to the small boat and at 1045 the hook was 
placed on the recovery line of the single pump. 
The single pump recovery occurred until 1310 when the buoy was safely brought aboard.  
The recovery was successful and occurred without incident. 
 
The KM then got underway to the sediment traps. 
A net was deployed at 1440 at the location of 22o 32.7'N, 157o 27.1'W (sediment traps).  
At 1505 the approach was made to recover the sediment traps. 
The sediment traps were successful recovered at 1540. 
 
The ship then steamed back to the dual pumps and arrived at 1720. 
All operations were completed and the KM got underway to Snug Harbor at 1835 for our 
scheduled return at 0800 on June 15. 
 
June 15, 2008 
 
At 0650 a helicopter circled the KM for filming purposes.  During this time, mock VPR 
deployments were preformed.  The KM entered Honolulu Harbor at 0740.  The ship was 
tied up at Snug Harbor at 0830. 
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RETURN CRUISE SCHEDULE: 

TIME Thur.          June 12 Fri.           June 13 Sat.             June 14 Sun.    June 15 TIME 
0000  Deploy VPR  

 
 0000 

0100    
CTD 3 in 

 0100 

0200    
 

 0200 

0300    
 

 0300 

0400    
CTD 4 in 

 0400 

0500    
 

 0500 

0600  Recover VPR near 
single pump (0630) 

Transit out 10nm 
 St. 5 

 0600 

0700  Deploy small boat 
Hand-Lowered CTD 

  0700 

0800 Depart Snug  
 

CTD 1 out Arrive Snug 0800 

0900  Recover Thermistor 
 

  0900 

1000  Recover Small Boat 
Transit Dual Pump 

1m Net Tow   1000 

1100  
Deploy Small boat 

 CTD 2 out 
 

 1100 

1200 Deploy VPR Deploy VPR 
 

PRR 
Cyanocage 

 1200 

1300 Recover VPR 
Deploy VPR 

   1300 

1400  Recover VPR near 
Seaglider (1430) 

CTD 3 out  1400 

1500 Recover VPR 
 

Deploy Small Boat 
Recover Seaglider 

  1500 

1600 Recover SmallBoat 
Transit St. 2 

 
Recover Small Boat 

Transit to Sed Traps  1600 

1700  Transit to Feature 
 

 
Recover Sed Traps 

 1700 

1800   
Open Close Net Tow 

  1800 

1900   
CTD 1 in 

Transit Snug  1900 

2000  
 

   2000 

2100   
Cyanocage 

  2100 

2200  
 

 
CTD 2 in 

  2200 

2300  
Deploy Sed Traps 

 
1m Net Tow 

  2300 

                                          June 13:  Sunrise 0549  Sunset 1914 
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